
GAUGE™

POWERFUL DATA VISUALIZATION

GAUGE™ Performance and Improve 
Reporting with In-Depth Data Visualization 
Business leaders rely on accurate, up-to-date key performance  
metrics to make informed and timely decisions. Unfortunately,  
the data for transportation and logistics enterprises is often 
managed using multiple disparate systems.

Motorcity Systems developed GAUGE™ to solve the challenge of 
disconnected data. The cloud-based visualization solution seamlessly 
connects and correlates all of your systems and data into a dash-
board to provide users at all levels with instant access to valuable 
insights to make smarter business decisions by having:

A Cloud-Based Transportation Solution Suite
GAUGE is just one component in an entire family of products from Motorcity Systems  
that drives better results for transportation and logistics providers.

Motorcity Systems delivers software solutions and integration services that enable motor 
carriers to modernize end-to-end operations. Our solutions are designed to integrate seam-
lessly and scale with your existing systems to improve visibility, automate dispatch-to-driver 
communications, and provide a unified workflow experience. Our flexible deployment  
methodology allows fleets to evolve at their own pace, maximizing the impact of your 
capital investments for fast ROI.

Take advantage of our entire platform of solutions to improve automation and  
decision-making fueling growth and profitability.

Standardized Data – GAUGE doesn’t stop at bringing together data from  
different systems. We integrate and standardize the data to provide a  
complete look inside your business with reporting that delivers the most 
accurate and complete insights.

Intuitive and Interactive Dashboards – GAUGE combines engaging and meaning-
ful visuals with active queries, powerful sorting, and filters to optimize your use 
of enterprise data and provide the complete picture of your operations.

Improved Reporting – Access detailed, up-to-date information about your fuel 
spend, driver hours and pay, revenue, and more. GAUGE comes with a variety 
of reports curated by industry professionals that fit exactly what you need to make 
informed business decisions.

Scalable and Versatile Visualization – GAUGE allows you to sync and display 
an unlimited amount of data from multiple sources. Our robust and dynamic 
visualization tools scale to meet your business needs.

Automated Business Intelligence – Dynamic Integrations with separate  
systems allow you to streamline manual processes to increase performance 
and prevent costly errors.

Industry Expertise and Support – Benefit from Motorcity Systems’ courteous, 
knowledgeable, and reliable customer support from knowledgeable industry experts

Contact us today to learn more about Motorcity Systems and GAUGE™.
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